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CHAPTER ]

INTRODUCTION

As the changes of nace innren »>« ,vPtte .acreaaes ta oar „KKly
_ stregses ^ fcm%^^

an,*« ,,„d 6m%^ momt Ma . ^ fetors ^ tus^^ ^
<*aage areU**^ advent^ „,^^.^^^ ^
-««*- pattera, and_„„ „^ Md^ transmM ^ om
bo» a rura! to M urban environment (AnMican Romu^^^^^
1958).

Wo** to „IIenbeck (mo) t,,3^^ has^^^
M .U report of tae For4 PoaadaUoa sludy o£^^^^^^
«-—-. ^.sor HaroU K. clark mu thM already „^^^
^ra, umes as m„c, is tatag Bpent for the educatiQn Qf stMts ^ fci au ^J

and a great many of the students are in the eStlcatim*.]C - , - u -' t '-al programs of business and
industry, .here tfane and money are not invest ta only fi at w* , ,

-

l om* "»* Wuch is essential and
profitable. Efforts have b**»n. n-,,- *u»ve oeen made to educate oeonl*. -:,»,. .„-i-^«i« peopu£ airoqgh mass media As—« <-»,^ „.^„ &c ^^^ .

^^^
0= *e attttaoea aa>!^^ the^^j^^^ ^ ^
much on whethpv tii^ v^-,. - »*

• - *. mass media affect behavior hut or. how *ey do, and to what
extent the media can seek to deliberate ed,™* ,enoerat. educational agencies in the spectrum of
influence to which people are daily exposed.



While educators not dro <v"wctly connected wi h th*. »,-»•we media can and uo use fche

I'^j'Tu;,, what a-) />i<:» -.v, j- •.

o u§ me educational siemfi/^,*.. ^«—
. the, 000perate ,,;Ul otter edaja .

"g"JKa'-' - -*»~ -M.^ ,

a""CieS
-
K0W~ «*—

*

"Wftod. esoeoil „ ,
-

^"Wofmrtato,,

.

""—^ «* checklDg lhe mdeti

Wr> * **
eaaershy> ©I an Individual denrt, „ -,*« included six articles released indivadually m the Wichita Eatfe Febm

VuLey Center Index January 30 p k
«. and March 6 and 13> 1839

^ *°* »*«,, 6
, 20

, and
'

*
Ihear^ s w^hin -The School A^e Child" ^series were "Where la Ho » «

Study
wu«re is He Now?." »m- t>l,

, ,
•

-His Physical Growth " "m« T , „
Gro.vth""!^ •

ffi* Intelleetual
*

Le™*g About Sexuality " %ill a •
,

and Behavior."
^^^"- '** *"**

^purpose of this study was „ to see if individual* , ,

material such * B , „
«"viduals read educational

such as individual depth study ln lhe large ,

W ^ discern each reader's sex - .

& """

"

%"-W.
sex, age, education, and socio ...

fewer . .eelmgs reiated t0 fte^^
»• ^r i. u^or** becaa,e one of the

"as Cocpovauv* Extension Service > „ »•h*^**.*ohl( Tra, (
. „

"-.«•-«*'

suoject matter to the uuhiir. i«public in various -^yt

«pan-
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through mass media. One of these methods is In individual in-depth study series

via newspapers. The series ConsJUtS of several lessons in succession that give a

F^rson the opportunity to study one subject intensively. Such a series permits a

person to study on his own and at his convenience wiLh some suggested guidelines.

Westley and Severin (1964) iound from a sampling of Wisconsin adults mat

the nonreader of newspapers was more frequently of lower socio-economic status

and was a rural dweller. From an interview with 203 adult males in California,

Samuelson et al. (1963) concluded that among those categorized as highly educated,

available media time was more likely to be used on print media than on television.
«

The hypotheses for this study were as follows:

1) Individuals of lower socio-economic status and with limited education as

well as individuals in middle and upper socio-economic status with higher educa-

tion will read individual depth study series in newspapers.

2) Newspaper readers who have children and who are interested in the subject,

matter presentee in the series will be more likely to read the series than news-

paper readers whose interests lie elsewhere.

3) Readers who have more than a high school education will be more apt to

accept new ideas presented in articles and perhaps change their attitudes and

actions than will those readers who have high school education or less.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Audience research Hip a-<>,-i- .,.- 1. . . ,rca. .

.

the study ol hm many of what kinds of people attend

to a given communications message « medium . . is the earli^ i.vi r. ..., me earnest division of mass
media research, and still ia the most prolific (Kate a, ii,r/-—.iu^ \)sbxz and Lazarsfeld, 1955).

Marsh and Knox (1966) stated that tn r .- a • •

,
stated that to reach wide? Wd more diverse audiences

it is necessary to know more about women wha rt« i i
•sromen svrho do and who go not currently parti-

clpa.e In «-*m^ PMg ,, ms . TWs 8Bggest8 ^ ]iecd ;o^^^
the I-—l-^*,,^to...^^^^ ^^^^^^^
pattern.,, aad participation in community afiatrs.

The literature concerning adult icformatien-seehing behavior can no organic

to stifle or genera. questions (Parher nan Pnisiey , 1566 , TI;ey stated^^
»0* formal source is an educational institution; the „ext 80me „^ ,^^
continuum Boldd * the^ fte^ rf^^^^ ^^^
bach from the receiver. The least forma! source would be another mdivmuaL

Marsh and Knox (M,, suggested that if mass media and adult education L.
similar fonetfons for attferent typos of^ ^^^^ ^^^
to so.ective* use mass media as par. * their own educational programs. U m«
media ami ad-nt education seme two difforent lotions for most women, .hen ,hey
can be regarded as complementing each other.

Information sepfci n<r ana *»«„ .•

edge. The adult Anieri'n uTes « f *"f ft^*«^ *f "« public knowl-
profoundly from deoa^ £ il V 7 f"'

aUd V°tes in a Wcrld^ changes
3
from decade to decade to decade. (Rees and Paisley, 1967;



ta> and Paisley found tot self study as a method of adul, edition is not

very predictable. Formal odlK .., 0! ,^ Hs.^^^^^ ^
positive consciences, Join with so: as a predictor triad of only modes, su,„gth.

« .s a. though se,f- study, as a ta -Mst bohaviM .^^_^ .^
tte tap„,,e, if dislributod aIlnost^ u ,ro ,jgi thc popuiaUo!] iCThaiK ^
is insignificant that the strongest nredietnr „f „i« , , .bbk predictor of self-study is psychological rather
than social. When one gets an ta^olse to study, he studies.

Buss ,!«,, found that the correction he,,een curiosity and willingness to

-e prini media were siightly negative. Also, t,a roIe ot anxiety „^^
willingness toward media expose was negiigibie. Maslow TC concluded „,t
increased anxiety functions reduce the desire for knowledge

From a sample in Wisconsin, WesUey and Sever* tl964, found that me
amount of education and socio-economic status wore strong,- related to credi-

bility of newspapers and distru* of television as inlormntion sources. ***»*»_
Is in the sample rated newspapers highest while farmers gave newspapers lowest
credibility. Urban residents highly rated newspaper credibility.

Whoa liolmes (ttM) checked t!,c rmal famiiy behavior in regard to use of
the media in u,uisiana, he found that newspaper and magazine consumption was
Sreater whan readers wore white, lived in households where thc head of thc famPy- -ddio-agad with at least a high school educate , .and wore farm owners.

h anotnor study Grecnsbcrg ,19M) folmd that six>y „^ q£^^^
with „o coileg, education used ^vdsion more than newspapers. Among television

viewers there were onc-fifth mocc women than men. Among news
,n]Kr^

there were about one-eighth more «. than women. TWs reflecls ,^^
between sex and news sources.
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The less educated respondents believed and used television more than they

used newspapers. The majority of newspaper readers had twelve years of

sehooling or more. The newspaper audience included more older, and better

educated men.

Marsh and Knox (IMS, report a study made in Nebraska of serines
and differences among women as participator* in adult education and users of

mass media as sources of information. Data were received from a random

sampling of women, ages twenty-one through sixty-nine.

The sample was divided into subpopnlations on the basis of three relevant

variables:
(1) level oi formal education, p, working status, and (3, extent of

community participation. Women having at least a high school dipl„ma were

classified as high educational level. Women were also classified as working

(part or full time) and non working.

Working women tended to be older, in the middle-age group, and most

lived in metropolitan areas; non working women were younger and live,, ta

rural areas. High education groups included women of all ages. Low educa-

tion groups were mostly non employed, young women. Women who didn't

continne beyond high school tended to marry cariier and have families. This

removed them from the labor force during young adlut years.

Community oriented rather than home oriented women participated in

.W. education activities. Working women were high community oriented and

their level of participation in adult education programs was significantly higher

than for home oriented women.



ign eauca-

Mass media were used mrvr* u

""**»*«* Unspent stadfi
,„ . .

'

'

'"—>='•* more hours per day viewing
televuio, thaudid C0ffim

y ™«
•

vi**"«;u ".omen

More than 80 per cent of all the won,.^the women read newspapersMy. The __
exception was the group of women who did noi ,

'

"
3l£tn°twork ^had low education andloH 00^^itv participation, m this -our h* P *" reader*Mp was 74 percent The

^^^ershipwasinthegro^ofwom
,

4
.

,
' ^

V °LieU Wh0 Wori*d and who had high , d

education participants reported
proportionally greater use of prinl ^ v •

wltt r

^ htoadca* **<«* when comparedwith non-participants.

k discussing self-study as a method of adult . , „a oi adult education Parker anri n- •

,

(1966J said:
**ls1^

The value of self-stun™ ,•

African truism . £&*££%£^ «—I ^areement ta „

ass-— *^^tsasrsir*

©ontinuing educati™ «i
modes of

- J ea«cation also ensaee (n oaif , ,-o'-fr, 1-- ill Sell—Stllrflr 'ru . ,tauay. rnose who aw» inw^-M
« other actives are a!-, ,,.. „"BO under represented in this aotivity.



CHAPTER III

PROCEDURE

The series of six lessons on "The School Age child" which were written

earlier by Mrs. Deborah Hobble, Extension Family Life Specialist, Kansas State

University, Manhattan was edited into journalistic style (Appendix). With coop-

eration of editors at the Wi^aJ^e the six lessons were printed individually

in the February 10 through 15, 1969, issues of that paper. The Valley. Center,

Index editor cooperated by printing each of the lessons consecutively in the

January 30, February 6, 20, 27, and March 6 and 13, 19C9 issues of the Index

(Appendix).

A check-list questionnaire was developed to send to 2 00 homemakers in the

Wichita area and 100 homemakers in the Valley Center area. The research

department at the WiehUaE^^ the researcher to choos& ^
200 names at random from the city telephone directory since 97 Per cent of those

listed subscribe to the Wichita Ea^le. The Valley Center Incfe*«^ shared

his subscription list with the researcher so she could select 100 names at random

from that list.

Before the questionnaire was sent to the selected names a pilot study was

conduoted with twelve homemakers in the Junction City area. The homemake.s

read the six lessons and completed the questionnaire. From the results and

comments, revisions were made tor the final questionnaire.



The questionnaire and accompanying letter (Appendix; were mailed to the

"tos. " of eaeh randomly seiected name the day after she reeled the issue of

the Eagle or Index whieh contamod fie« ie,soa.

The questions were designed to reveal the age, sex, edueation, nuaaber of

children, and socio-economic status of those who did rend the lessens. Streets
were to chock whether they read newspapers one ,,alf ho* „ ,„,, orm ho„
or more eaeh day. They aiso were to eheelc particular seetlons of fi. paper

Three questions were designed to help the researeher evaluate me reader's

response to this type of educational material in the newspaper.

Responses from the Wichita and ValW re„ ia „-u- ana vaney Center groups were compared,

then eomMned for the overall result, and discussion. Hecpecee. were eodcu

mnnerically and transferred to IBM cards. The Computer Center, Department
of Mathematics, Kansas State University, computed frequency distribution counts
and percentages for each vnriabie for the tola! group. The Chi Square test was
used wtare appropriate for comparisons to test the hypotheses.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCISSION

To meet the objectives of this study frequency distribution count, were made

on data. Of the 300 questionnaires mailed, eighty-four were eompleted and

returned. A total of fifty-two homemakexs who returned the questionnaire saw

"The Sehool Age Child" individual depth study series, and forty-four of those home-

makers read some or all the articles. The frequency count shows that 52.4 per

cent of those responding had read the articles while 41. 7 per cent did not read

the articles. A count of 5. 9 per cent did not respond to the question. The

frequency count for the number of respondents who ie,d each of the six articles

showed that homemakers may have only seen and read part of the articles or

read only the articles which were of personal interest.

TABLE 1 '

ARTICLES IN SERIES THAT WERE READ BY RESPONDENTS

Name of Article

Respondent Read Articles

''Where la Be Now?"

l*His Physical Growth

'

"His Intellectual Growth "

"Learning- About Sex"

_'^His Spiritual Growth

"His Feelings and Eehavior" »" 46-43
] 4 5
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Only four of the eighty-four respondents were male. One of the four men

had read four of the artie]es. This particular subject noted on his questionnaire

that he had no children, but did enjoy other people's children. The majority of

the respondents were married. Two subjects were single, three were widowed,

and one was divorced. Insignificant variation also appeared in the question on

race. Eighty respondents checked white, one checked Mexican-American , two

checked Negro, and one checked Oriental. The age of the respondents varied.

The ages of the respondents in the two groups were compared to determine if the

Wichita group contained more younger homemakers and the Valley Center group

contained more older homemakers.

TABLE 2

AGE OF HOMEMAKERS

~
Number of Homemakers

Age Wichita Valley Center Total

18-35
7 36

36-49 16 14 30

50-64 4 7 11

65-99 3 4 7

52 32 84

All respondents had more than a grade school education. Three checked that

they had no formal education past the ninth grade. Fifty-four had a high school

edueation. Of the twenty-seven who marked that they had some college education,

twenty had three years or less. Three respondents had attended college four years

and four subjects had at least five years of college edueation.
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The husband's occupation and the family's annual income were used to deter-

mine the socio-economic status of the subjects. For the question "What is your

husband's occupation?", 10. 7 per cent did not respond, 25 per cent checked

professional or technical, 19 per cent cheeked manager of business, 16. 7 per

cent checked white collar, 20. 2 per cent checked blue collar (skilled), 2. 4 per

cent checked semi- or unskilled, and 6 per cent cheeked farmer-stockman.

The frequency distribution count for respondents' answers to 'What is your

family's entire (annual) income before taxes?" revealed only 8 per cent had less

than $3,999, 9. 5 per cent marked they had an income of $4, 000-$5,999, 35. 7 per

cent marked $6, 000-$9, 000, 16. 7 per cent cheeked a level between $10, 000 and

$14,999, and 13. 1 per cent cheeked an income level of $15,000 or more. No

response came from 17 per cent.

Chi Square (X2) was used as the statistical test for the research. To deter-

mine the significauce of the Chi Square vaiues obtained from this research by the

Kansas State University Computing Center, the Chi Square table (Rider, 1950) was
used. Vaiues were accepted as significant if they were at the 5 per cent level of

confidence. Smce the table only went to 30 degrees of freedom ,n,, the quality

(2X
2
)l/2- (2n-l) 1/2 was used.

Analysis of the relationship between the respondents' educational level and

the number of articles they read had a low significance at the . 05 level of confi-

dence. Table 3 presents the relationship between educational level of respondents

and the number of articles thsy read.
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TABLE 3

LEVEL OF EDUCATION AND NUMBER OF ARTICLES READ

__.r. _ Number Of Articles Read
Educational Level None 1

J. 2 O
4 5 6_ Total

Junior Iiigh School 1 2 3

High School 27 3 5_

3

5 1 13 54

College 1-3 years XI 1 2 1 2 20

College 4 yeara T. 1 1 3

College 5 years I
j j l_J 1 4

X -24.19, df=24, p-.50

Within the high school educational level, 50 per cent of the respondents did

not read any articles but of 50 per cent who did, 24 per cent read all six articles.

Of the twenty respondents who had one to three years of college, 55 per cent did

not read any of the articles bat 45 per cent read two or more articles. Although

seven subjects reported they had four, five, or more years of college, only one

did not read any articles and four read all six. The Chi Square value had a low

significance. This indicated that there was no relationship between the educational

level and the number of articles within the depth study series that they read. The

part of the hypothesis that related to educational level was significant.

To determine the relationship between socio-economic status and reader-

ship, a comparison was made between the occupation of the homemater's husband

to the number of articles read. The Cni Square value had low significance which

indicated there was no relationship between husband's occupation and the number

of articles read (Table 4).
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TABLE 1

HUSBAND'S OCCUPATION AND NBMBEfi OF ARTICLES READ

Occupation of

Homemaker's Husband

Professional Technical

Manager of Business

While Collar

Mue Collar {skilled)

^£1lr_2L.^iliskilled_

Farmer-Stockman

No Response

Total

3r*86.84, df=36, p=a.s.

7_

7

40

q_

_0_

4

NlSSterJtfArticJ^sJle^

None i

_0_

1

3

•3 __!_

I C_

_1_

11

_0_

7

2

Q

_6_

4

4

Total

21

16

14

17

2

5

9

19 84

A comparison was also made betoeea the family's (annual) tocome to ft.

number of article, read (Table 5). The CM Sqmre ra!ue was non-si^iflcnnt, T1,a

indicated the,c was no relationship between the respondent's famdy income^ the

-ft*, of articles the respondent read. The part of the hypothesis that related to

socio-economic status was significant.
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TABLE £

FAMILY'S ANNUAL INCOME AND NUMBER OF ARTICLES READ

Family's Annual Income

below $2.999

$3,000-3.999

$4.000-5,999

16^0002^999

^M20-lii999

Pojcesjponse

Total

-N22&er_Of Articles Read

X =39.13, df=42, p-n.s.

iWi

For hypothesis: "Newspaper readers who are interested in the subject

matter presented in the series will be more likely to read the series than nev

paper readers whose interests lie elsewhere, " the number of children the respondent,

had were compared to the number of articles read. It was assumed that the interest

in subject matter would relate to whether or not the reader had children, especially

in the six to eleven year-old group since the series concerned the primary school

age child. Table 6 shows the number of children the respondents had. The

number of children per respondent was 2. 17.

mean
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TABLE

G

NUMBEB OF CHILDREN

-
'

——
, .. ,

. ,.., .

Respondents

Number of Children
!
Frequency Percent of Total

14 16.67

1 12 14.29

2 28 vui O tli

3 18 21.43

4 6 7.14

5 3 3.57

6 1 1.19

7 1 1. 19

8
0. 00

9 1 1.19

Total
.

84 j 100. 00

f

In a comparison between number of children the respondent had and the

number of articles the reader checked, the Chi Square value was non- significant.

However, the number of children that the respondent had between 6-11 years-old

compared to the number of articles in the series that the respondent read was

significant. The Chi Square value of that comparison was 24. 30. This indicated

that the hypothesis was significant.
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TABLE 7

NUMBER OF CHILDREN 6- 13 YEARS OLD
AND NUMBER OF ARTICLES READ

Number of Children 6-^11 Years Old Nonj=

.1

2

32

1 2 ! 31

Number OF Articles Read
"1

5 I Q

2

4_

3

3

i 2

1 o
I

5
1 6

I 2

Total

53

17

9

3_

X2=24.30, df=18, p=. 05

A comparison was made between the respondent's educational level and the

answers to two questions, "Were you helped to understand some of your child's

behavior?" and -Rave you revised what you expect your child to do since you read

these articles?"

TABLE 8

LEVEL OF EDUCATION AND RESPONSE
AS TO HELP GAINED FROM READING ARTICLES

Helped to Understand
Child's Behavior

Revised Expectation;

Of Your Child Now

XSS-NpNoRjMffibnse I Yes No No Response

High School

College 1-3 years

College 4 years

College 5 years

Total

23
J

5 2fi
3.6 11,

_3_

3

7T

... t 36
,

12

. JL

i

J 3 j 6

-*4 jl

27

_JL

X =17.72, df=8, p=.02

&. 1 23 I 21 1 JSL

X =7.15,, df=8, p=a.
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Although there waa no significant relationship between the educational level

of the respondent and whether she revised he! expectations of her children after

reading the articles, there was a highly significant relationship between the

educational level of the respondent and whether she was helped to understand

her child's behavior after reading the articles.

The Chi Square value of the later comparison test was 17. 62 and was signi-

ficant at the
. 02 level. The hypothesis, "Readers who have more than a high

school education will be more apt to accept the new ideas presented in the articles,

"

was significant.

To meet the third objective of this study, "to evaluate each reader's feelings

related to the subject if they do study the depth series offered through the news-

paper," frequency counts were made on respondents' answers to three questions

listed in Table 9.

TABLE 9

EVALUATION OF READERS' FEELINGS /BOUT
STUDYING DEPTH SERIES IN NEWSPAPERS

Questions:

Were you helped to understand,
some of your child's behavior ?

Have you revised what you expect
your child to do since you read

Are you now watching for more
articles or children and other-

areas of family living in news-
papers ?

Ye

Answers ToQueations
s Mo

36

_j23 21

49 15

No Response

39

40

20
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Some additional responses to the questions were:

"I am a nursery school assistant teacher. I always watch for helpful ideas

and suggestions about understanding children or adults. "

"Note children's ages, I'd like articles relating to teenagers. "

"I constantly am attracted to articles especially about intellectual and

behavior. "

"My own children are grown but having eight grandchildren, I am still

interested in the problems and progress of youth. "

In this study homemakers tended to read the news, education, women's,

and advertisement sections of each issue of the newspaper they receive regularly.

Forty-five subjects checked that they read the newspaper for one-half hour or

less daily while thirty-nine subjects checked that they read the paper one horn or

more daily.



CHAPTER V

- CONCLUSIONS ijft) RECOMMENDATIONS

A review of literature touted mat if mass media and adult education serve

similar functions for different type* of people, then some adults might be encour-

aged to use mass media as part of their own educational programs. If mass media

and adult education serve two different functions for most women, then they can

be regarded as complementing each other (Marsh and Knox, 1966). Findings from

this study indicated that regardless of a homemaker's age, socio-economic status,

or level of education, she will read individual depth study series through the news-

papers.

Implications of this study point to the value of education as one accepts or

rejects ideas included in the articles. In this research, the homemakers with

more than a high school education were more apt to accept the new ideas presented

in the articles. Women with a high school education or more indicated the articles

helped them to better understand their children's behavior.

Regardless of the individual's socio-economic level or educational level, he

Will have a higher tendency to read a series of educational articles such as "The

School Age Child" if the subject matter is of special interest to him. Therefore,

newspaper staffs fiheuki consider^^ rf^^^ ^^^^^
the issues. Educators must consider people's interest »* « ,« p~upic o interest, as they prepare educational

material for the newspapers.

The study revealed that homemakers read the news, education, women's,

and advertisement sections of the newspaper. More than half of the women who
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responded spend one-half hour or less readiner His * , ,t?3S leading Q® paper and slightly less than one-

half spend one hour or more reading the paper daily.

This readership survey wa, Hunted in scope because of the small number
in the sample whieh was taken from one metropolitan area and one rural area in

Kansas. Kesults indieated a need for additional research in using educational

material in newspapers.

Some questions that need to be answered are:

Would a study of young homemahers' use of mass media help in planning ,ays
to reach this group with educational material?

Would a study of use of mass media among families with lindted resources

indicate whether or not this method is worthwhile in reaching this group with

educational material ?

What length should educational articles be?

Wiil people read one long article or a series of short articles?

In the pace of today's society, will people read educational artioles in news-

papers rather than attend educational meetings?

Since limited research that evaluates the use of educational articles in news-

P*P» has been reported, answered questions arc abua.dant as more and more
people depend upon adult education through mass media as , My of^
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The School Age Child
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Why are you interested in learning more about this stage of child develop-

ment? These young years are sometimes called the "forgotten years" of childhood.

This is the time when a child spends much of his time in school and seems not to be a

problem to his parents.

Almost all cultures recognize age six as the beginning of a new phase in

the life of a child. Shakespeare as well as Erikson (a living psychologist) viewed six

years as a dividing time in a child's life.

The average youngster leaves his preschool cuteness behind him without

regret. His parents are the ones who are sorry to see him grow up.

In General

Dr. Erik Erickson outlines the stages in personality development as growth

by steps. When a person has developed positive feelings about himself, he is free to

grow further. How one feels depends on what has happened to him.

-more-
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The first stage is the development of feelings of trust. Basically, trust

develops in infancy when parents provide loving care, cuddling, smiles, food, and

attention to the baby.

When the child becomes mobile, he is ready to develop feelings of independence

and autonomy. Parents assist by continuing to cuddle and love him, by encouraging his

curiosity about the world around him, by talking to him, and by accepting his "no."

At about age four, a growing child develops feelings of initiative. He is

full of energy and ideas, and enjoys taking some leadership when playing with age-mates.

Parents help him by setting good examples, by answering his questions, by reading to

him and by encouraging him to try out his ideas.

Privacy is a freedom he loves. He needs some place to day dream or

meditate. He needs a place to keep his "stuff." Twentieth century life and homes don't

always provide privacy for a child. Special effort is sometimes necessary to give him

time when he's really alone.

Now he's ready for school. The feeling that he is a good worker is exactly

what he needs to accomplish his school tasks. Parents help his feelings of industry

when they praise him honestly, when they are pleasant and understanding, when they

provide conditions which permit learning and when they let him do things at which he

can succeed.

The Big Jobs of Early School Years

• Physical skills. It's important to throw a ball straight, to balance a bicycle, to

skip a rope well.

• Wholesome attitudes about self. The child wants to feel that he is growing well
and becoming bigger and better.

• Get along with age-mates. While prestige often depends on "what you can do,

"

social development is important now.

-more-
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• Learn masculine or feminine social role. He isn't yet to the point of the battle of

the sexes where boys and girls hate each other. A boy shadows his father, if

possible, practicing his role.

• Basic intellectual skills. Reading, writing, and arithmetic must be mastered and

these consume a large portion of his time.

• Develop concepts. Having a concept means knowing some principles about a topic.

School children's concepts are limited, but expansion will come.

• Develop a conscience. Up until about age five, a youngster will not feel guilty

when disobeying parents unless he is caught. These are the years when this

changes. Right and wrong are clear cut.

• Achieve personal independence. A child of this age becomes responsible for him-

self at increasingly greater distances from home. Staying overnight with a friend,

handling an allowance, and doing his homework are part of this development.

• Develop attitudes toward social groups and institutions. What is a church, a

school, a city? He's interested in how they function and whom they serve.

Factors in His Personality

What makes him like he is? He's a combination of his heredity and what

has happened to him (his environment). Both are real factors in a youngster's life.

He was born with inherited traits or tendencies. His greatest possible

height, intellectual achievement, and endurance were probably decided at the moment

of conception. Whether or not he reaches his potential in any characteristic depends on

nutrition, health habits, and other opportunities for growth.

A study by Sheldon and Stevens suggests that heredity affects personality.

It influences development of the biologic germ layers beginning in the embryo stage.

The researchers took physical measurements and predicted temperament

and personality.

-more-
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ENDOMORPH — When the digestive tract dominates, the body is round

and the flesh soft. The person enjoys eating. He sleeps well. He is naturally social.

He is a good communicator, expressing his feelings well and understanding others.

MESOMORPH — When the bone-blood muscle layer dominates, the body

is athletic and powerful. The person's skin is rather thick, both actually and figuratively.

He is not sensitive and his feelings are not readily hurt. He is task oriented, rather

than people oriented. Athletic boys have these traits, but also there are many girls

who fit this description.

ECTOMORPH — When the ectodermal layer dominates, the skin and brain

are well developed, but muscle and digestive systems are not as evident in the individual.

The ectomorph is thin, flat chested, poorly muscled. He is a poor eater,

not often becoming hungry. He is a poor sleeper.

He does not relate well to people since he is restrained and inhibited. He

may be extremely creative since his chief outlet is in fantasy and intellect.

Every child is a composite of all three physical types, but in each person

one type predominates, even though only slightly.

Six is a Turning Point

The years of 6 to 12 are the "dark ages" of childhood. You believe a child

is about to emerge and develop further, but sometimes he doesn't.

When a 6 to 9-year-old feels good about himself, he's happy for the most

part. If he makes a mistake, he tries to do something to make up for it. He is prey to

jealousy and fights with brother or sister, but always makes up.

He's relaxed and sprawls when he sits. He has ideas and experiments

with them. He acts his age, which isn't very old.

-30-
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A five-year-old is twice as tall as he was at birth—3 feet, 4 inches on

the average. He weighs five times his birth weight.

Six-year-olds range from 39 to 50 pounds and 39 to 49 inches in height.

Variations are due to heredity, nutrition, health habits, climate, and exercise.

Remember, each child has his own rate, so averages are not standards to which he

should be compared for achievement.

Growth is seasonal. The greatest weight gain comes in the spring with

least in the fall. Height is just reversed, with greater gains in the fall.i

At about age 8, boys are a little taller than girls the same age. Until

about age 11, boys are heavier, but in bone development (wrist bones, etc. ) a six-

year-old girl is comparable to a seven-year-old boy.

A child's physical development is more than growth in size. Development

includes better coordination, increased abilities, and changes in proportion.

-more-
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He's Growing in Many Ways

A child should become more robust as he goes through the elementary

school years, but some may change little because they are slow maturers. Others may

seem to stand still because of faulty nutrition, or because of illnesses.

When he enters school at six, he should be proficient in climbing a jungle

gym, hopping on one foot, skipping, jumping, throwing, and catching a baseball

reasonably well.

Physical education is most suitable when it is made up of the non competitive

activities of games, stunts, hiking, nature studies, and team sports where all participate.

Girls usually surpass in skills which require precision, and boys excel

in activities calling for speed and strength.

Since not one in ten of youngsters this age pays any attention to the

connection between health and good habits of rest, exercise, and eating, it is up to

parents to set the rules.

On an average, a six-year-old has one to two permanent teeth. By

eight years he has ten to eleven of the thirty-two he will produce. The child's

teeth may look crooked, but orthodontal work is usually delayed until about age 12,

giving the jaw bone time to grow.

These are healthy years. Colds are common as they are close to age-

mates in classroom and play. The years of 5 and 6 are second only to ages 2 and 3

in numbers of accidents.

What he learns in the way of physical skills depends a lot on his opportunities

to learn and the encouragement he receives.

At this age, he insists on rules.

-more-
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Safety is important

The following list of parental responsibilities for safety is adapted from

Children's Bureau publication "Your Child from 6 to 12."

Provide safe play areas where he can ride, skate, or run without

getting into the street; teach him to obey the safety rules—remember you teach by

example more than by telling; be sure he learns to swim and swims only in supervised

areas; teach proper use of guns—refusing to let a boy own a B-B gun is no solution

to his eagerness and lack of knowledge—he needs to know how to handle a gun safely;

and teach him to be alert to dangers and to exercise judgment.

Bed-Wetting

Bed-wetting sometimes continues to be a problem during early school

years. The first approach to the problem is a medical check-up to be sure there are

no physical reasons for it.

Elimination is tied with emotions. Bed-wetting is most often connected

with anxiety. If a child has been dry and suddenly regresses, look for new stress in

his life and try to relieve it.

If bed-wetting is a problem of long standing, it may be partially habit.

Some parents find it helpful to waken a child at their bedtime and take him to the bath-

room. He should be fully awakened. This plan is a laundry saver, but not a solution.

Withholding liquids after 5:00 p.m. may keep him dry, but may also make

him thirsty all evening and draw too much attention to the situation.

Parents who are sympathetic and patient help the youngster "grow up"

and overcome an embarrassing state of affairs.

-more-
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The Needs of School Age Children

• Giving and receiving affection. He must know that his family loves him

and values him. He likes to do things for family members.

• Skills . He must do something well enough to be praised or he must

have encouragement when he fails.

• Information. He gets knowledge from watching adults work, from

vacation trips, from answers to his questions, from reading, from first hand experiences.

• To argue. He tries out ideas like pre-schoolers try out words. Some

things are not topics for arguments, so parents must make firm choices.

• To go through stages of neatness (and not neatness). Parents must

set some limits. This need includes sloppy speech.

• To feel useful and needed. He hates being bossed.

-30-
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Your school age child grows most in use of language and memory during

these years. He masters the three R's and a lot more during these early years in

school.

His three big thrusts are:

1. Going from home to the outside world where social skills are needed.

2. Going from home to the outside world where status depends on his skills in speech

and body coordination.

3. Going out into a world where he must use the mental skills of logic and concepts.

When he becomes a pupil at school, learning becomes a goal. He can put

known facts together and come up with logical conclusions

.

He likes the real world around him better than make-believe, and yet his

imagination is fertile and active.

One way of looking at mental development is to compare what one can

expect of a six-year-old with what we expect nine-year-olds to know. Actual learning

depends a lot on what his experiences have been.

-more-
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A six-year-old carries on long conversation; may have imaginary

playmates; knows common coins; knows numbers up to 30; likes action on TV;

likes books and stories; is losing some of interest in toys; and is interested in

school subjects.

A nine-year-old has good powers of appraisal; is clearly getting a

conscience; is interested in many different adult roles; has good basic learning

skills and reads some for pleasure; collects things indiscriminately but knows what

he has; can relate events well; enjoys dramatic play; is learning to make change; and

has good attention span.

He Lives in the Present

When a group of first graders were asked what they wanted to be when they

grew up, their answers included:

"I don't know. I just want to make a lot of money.

"

"I want to be a lawyer. That's what my daddy is.

"

"I'd like to be a teacher. If I was a teacher, I could do any old thing I

wanted to. She is the lucky duck in the room.

"

These answers seem to reflect a certain amount of the feeling that it

would be good not to be bossed so much. They also show some limited concepts of life

as it is lived by adults.

Your child learns all of the time, not just during school hours.

You enhance his total knowledge by providing out of school opportunities

for him, such as:

-more-
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• Exploring the community where he lives.

• Owning a pet and observing pets and animals.

• Watching things work—machinery, equipment.

• Asking you questions and getting answers. (Even if you look it

up together).

• Buying food, clothing, etc. for self and home.

• Taking family vacation trips.

• Collecting something as a hobby.

• Joining clubs for children—Scouts, 4-H Clubs, church groups.

School is a New Experience

Sure, a five-year-old has "been around" for five years. But he's been

around home. School is a new and sometimes threatening experience. He may need

some extra understanding and support as he begins his school experiences.

Parent-Teacher Team

Your child's teacher is interested in enhancing his development as much

as you are. She is trained in child development and teaching methods. If the two of

you pool your knowledge you can both do more to help your child grow.

While homework is the child's responsibility, he may need some positive

help at home. A good place to study, a little reminding that he brought it home, an

offer to check it or to listen to him read, and a total attitude that school is important

are positive helps from Mother.

-more-
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Books and Reading

During these years a child's interest often runs ahead of his reading

ability. For this reason, he needs to be read to. He enjoys the cadence and words

of books far beyond his limited reading vocabulary. Even a nine-year-old who reads

well will admit that he "gets more out of" your reading aloud than his own reading for

pleasure.

Educators believe that excellence in school work—and in adult ideas—is

based on knowing how to use words. Reading provides this knowledge.

Every child should own a few books to read and re-read. School and

public libraries are wonderful supplements to a limited book shelf at home.

Comic books cannot be ignored. They are easily read and usually full

of action. Your school age child should be guided in his choices of comics.

What About TV?

Television and movies are sometimes criticized as robbing families of

reading time. Surveys show that more reading than ever is being done in addition to

the hours spent looking at the screen.

The TV viewer must merely sit and watch (and perhaps snack). A child

aged 6 to 9 needs exercise and a chance to try out ideas. He needs to be with other kids.

Parents may want to set up some ground rules on the amount and kind of

television watched.

Sometimes it is well to discuss what the family has just viewed. What

was right or good? What was wrong? What was the main idea? Was it fact or fantasy?

-30-
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The big tasks in the early school years in the area of being a male or

female person are:

• Learning the facts of animal and human reproduction.

• Accepting oneself as a growing boy or girl, and behaving appropriately.

• Understanding and relating to those of the same sex and increasingly

those of the opposite sex.

• Accepting the differences between sexes and sex roles.

The school years are usually regarded as sexually latent years. It is

true that there is no obvious sexual development, but many attitudes and feelings about

sex are developing now.

Children become very modest at this age and insist on privacy for baths,

dressing, and toileting. Modesty is a value we hold.

He Wants Facts

He is as interested in factual information on reproduction as on many other

topics. If you have been answering your child's questions truthfully and in terms he can

understand, all you have to do now is continue to do the same.
-more-
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The logical place for sex education is at home within the family setting.

Some feel uncomfortable, so very little gets done within the family circle. A good

book beats little friends all hollow as a source of accurate information. Read a good

book with him, so both of you can learn. Sex and love are so closely related that the

family he lives in and loves can be pertinent examples to him.

The traditional "birds and bees" approach is not necessarily the best

and most relevant method. However, seeing kittens or puppies born and eggs hatch

will give many basic facts on reproduction.

A classroom at school or church can be effective for learning about sex

and sex roles. The atmosphere is one of exploring facts and the teacher has had

training in how to teach. Excellent materials are available for classroom use.

He Absorbs Attitudes

Remember you are teaching sex attitudes every day, whether you know

it or not. Your child sizes you up pretty accurately. He knows whether you enjoy

your sex role or not, how modest you are, whether you like or envy the opposite sex,

and whether you accept sex as a real part of life or merely tolerate it.

He is sensitive to your feelings about his questions. A topic which is

taboo becomes a lot more fascinating than one which is discussed openly. The truth

does not hurt anyone and it is regrettable that many parents feel that knowledge about

the human body should be restricted.

Most often we err in waiting too late to teach a child and he has already

gathered half-truths and misinformation.

-more-
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Let Him Grow At His Rate

Each youngster's awareness of sex in life develops at his individual rate.

He has come quite a long way by age six. Remember when he began to tell girls from

boys by the clothes they wore? A while after that he became aware that men married

women.

At this point, a cross-sex attraction comes to the fore and forever after

sons seem able to wheedle mothers better than can daughters. And when a girl really

wants a favor, she turns to Dad. This is a part of the child's psycho-sexual development

and is a good sign.

During the school years a youngster comes to terms with reality and

becomes interested in identifying with the same-sex parent. You, the adult, may not be

perfect in his eyes, but you are a real pattern for him.

A five or six-year-old is not particularly concerned about whether he plays

with boys or girls, but by the time he's eight or nine, there is a definite preference

for same-sex friends and a rivalry between the sexes comes out.

Adults should not foster too much competition between the sexes. At the

same time they should avoid pushing children into boy-girl relationships . Let them

live the gang stage to the hilt.

A child today is likely to reach puberty at an earlier age than his parent

did. Girls mature earlier than boys, and individual differences are great.

Both boys and girls should know about menstruation as a fact of life. Not

many, but some, will be "ready" for this information by age 9.

Your attitude as an adult will be most valuable if you can be glad for your

child's growing up. A parent who welcomes signs of maturation by a child fosters

feelings of well-being.

-more-
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Some Resources

You need an accurate vocabulary to teach your child about sex. The one

syllable words aren't accurate or sufficient. There are many resources to which

you may turn. Your family doctor can help you and can recommend literature for

you to use. A county health nurse can be of help.

Your local library should have some good references which you can

borrow.
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The main "developmental tasks" of the school age child in the spiritual

side of his life are:

• Feeling that he's a part of his natural universe and beginning to think

scientifically about it.

• Cooperating with natural laws such as health and safety as he learns

about them.

• Seeking to learn more about his universe and its wonders: of beauty,

truth, and good.

• Directing himself and feeling good about his behavior in familiar

situations.

• Building concepts of what makes something "right" and enlarging

his understanding of "rightness" through his experiences and by talking with trusted

adults.

Moral Development

A child's moral development is made up of moral behavior and moral

concepts. It takes a youngster time to learn to act in ways acceptable to society.
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Discipline is teaching a child how to behave. When discrepancies occur

between what adults say and what they do, the child is confused.

A child must reach about age 5 before he feels guilty about doing some-

thing that is forbidden unless he gets caught.

Then about as soon as he has internalized his parents' standards, he is

faced with the somewhat different code of his age-mates. During early school years

he conforms rigidly to what the group expects. If this is too different from home

teaching, the latter loses out.

Moral concepts are made up of his understanding what is right and why.

How does he decide whether to be truthful in answering a question when the truth can

hurt a friend? The conflict felt by U. S. Air Academy cadets about cheating is an

example of this dilemma. Many of those boys had been taught at home that you do

not snitch. Which is more moral, then—to tattle or to keep still in spite of an oath?

How We Teach

The difference between moral judgment and moral behavior depends on

motivation. The most common cause for punishment at this age is disobedience.

Remember, successful punishment teaches, it doesn't simply humiliate.

The parent who has punished unfairly does not lose face by apologizing.

Actually, he truthfully reveals adulthood as a human time when mistakes can be made.

Rewards are used to build up pleasant associations with desired behavior.

Rewards can run the gamut from a smile to money or special privileges. Praise and

encouragement give good results. Even though at first a youngster may act conceited

over praise, you can expect positive responses and good results later.

-more-
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Spiritual Nurture

These years are when the groundwork of spiritual growth is laid. During

pre-school years he learned to say prayers and many of the special words that go with

religion. But he hasn't really understood much. Now he begins to notice the religious

faith he sees in action around him.

Religious teaching is up to the individual family. A child's interpretation

of God reflects his feelings about family experiences. Most churches explain God as a

father, so the tangible father-child relationship is the basis for understanding the

intangible God-man communion.

Religious attitudes are more "caught" than taught. What beliefs and

feelings do your child see in action in you ?

We find many varieties of religious beliefs or philosophies for living.

Here is one classification with examples of each often being found in a given church

body:

1. Crystallized beliefs in an absolute or final form which are expected

to be "grafted" onto each new generation.

2. Traditional symbols of religion which are used when it is convenient

or on specific occasions.

3. Traditional symbols can't be accepted, so the person lives without

the emotional support of a vital religion.

4. Stable and flexible respect for the faith of forebears coupled with

hope for constantly unfolding understandings and miracles.

A part of one's spiritual life is his set of values and goals. School age

children accept their parents' values for the most part.
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The major life goals of any person can be divided into three groups:

Love goals, work or study goals, and social goals. The working toward and achiev-

ing of these goals give life its meaning for the individual.

Responsibility

Parents hope for children who will become responsible citizens. How

do you teach a child to take responsibility? This is a quality which you help to develop,

but you don't specifically teach.

A child becomes responsible by practicing making choices and then seeing

the results of these choices.

Understanding of Death

Your school age child still has some fear of being abandoned. For this

reason, he should not have to come home from school to an empty house.

Some adult to be there, to listen to him when he bursts in, becomes a

good reason to come home straight from school. An alternative is an after school

play group to keep him occupied until you'll be there.

In case of the death of a parent or brother or sister, tell him the truth.

The family member died. The child was in no way responsible. A child can have

immense feelings of guilt about hateful thoughts if these occurred shortly before a

death.

Death is a part of life, as is birth. When adults accept the end as well

as the beginning, children can begin to understand and accept, too.
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The major growth tasks of the school age child in the emotional aspects

of his life are: Recognizing his own tension and strain; accepting, from adults,

restraints on his impulsive emotional behavior; gaining some competence in self

control and self discipline; accepting himself as a lovable and loving person, there-

fore, needing only moderate attention and approval; and adjusting to longer separations

from the family and appreciating his own family while comparing it to those of his

friends.

A child should be permitted to feel whatever he seems to feel. Some-

times he needs help in identifying the feeling.

Just as when he was younger, a school child's emotional responses will

be more intense whenever he is tired or hungry; ill; of high intellectual level

and more perceptive of the comic, tragic, dangerous; over stimulated by too many

exciting experiences such as too many adults handling him; neglected by parents
;

and aspiring to too much that he can't do.
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School-agers are angered by the same things that preschoolers are:

Interruptions of activities in progress, constant fault finding, teasing, "lecturing, "

and unfavorable comparisons.

They are learning from parents and age-mates to express anger in ways

that are socially acceptable . Verbal attacks have replaced body attacks to a great

extent.

Some children are more aggressive and so have more anger feelings

which they express in sulking, feeling abused, threatening to run away, crying, or

rebellious behavior.

Jealousy is fear of loss of love or affection. During these years your

child is still very prone to jealousy. He feels less jealous of brothers and sisters

since he is out of the family home more.

Demonstrations of affection are sometimes regarded as "childish."

Instead of openly showing feelings for relatives or friends, a child now shows affection

by wanting to be with them, by exchanging confidences, and by helping them with

projects.

Fears now tend to be more fears of imaginary, supernatural dangers;

of the dark, being hurt, storms, characters out of TV or movies, or stories.

Worries are found even in the best adjusted 5 to 9-year-olds. Anxiety,

which is generalized uneasiness of mind, is seen more often than specific fears.

Moodiness seems to begin somewhere around age 4, and increases

gradually to a peak in adolescence. Some children seem more moody than others

all along the way.

-more-
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Fantasy

By the time he's in school, a youngster usually knows the difference

between what is real or true, and what is imagination or fantasy.

Encourage him to use his imagination. Our world today needs problem

solvers with imagination and creativity, so don't suppress his wild tales. It is

really about now—at 6 or 7—that he begins to enjoy fairy tales . He knows they

are tales, and this is part of the fun.

Personality Types

A study done at the Merrill-Palmer Institute in Detroit indicates that

children establish their personality behavior patterns before age 3 and these are

pretty well set until after age 10.

• Timid and Withdrawing . Slow to make friends. Placid, hesitant to

defend his own rights

.

• Socially Easy and Secure. Assumes leadership or cooperates

willingly. Has a best friend but isn't possessive.

• Natural Leader. Secure, thoughtful, and decisive. Dominates

friends through their love and admiration.

• Warm and Friendly. Dependently sociable. Unhappy when isolated.

• Officious and Bossy. Domineering. Often abrupt or surly. Com-

plusive. Impatient at waiting for turns and will fight for a place as leader.

• Disagreeable and Socially Ineffective. Selfish and quarrelsome.

Likes to dominate but lacks ability to do it well.

• Lone Wolf. Absorbed in own ideas. Likes own company. Neither

likes or dislikes others. May resent interest shown in him.

-more-
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Emotional Needs

Children (like adults) seek, want, and wish. Their needs change constantly,

but seem to come in layers. The top layer is made up of hungers and desires they

know most about and can talk about best. They can control these, with effort.

The deep-down layer of needs is made up of these of which one isn't

always aware and which one can't control. Examples are needs for sleep, for water,

for attention.

What should you do about this? Dr. James Hymes, Jr. says to feed

these deep hungers or needs. Give the child what he's after and he'll be satisfied,

not spoiled, no matter whether he was seeking food, sleep, or attention.

Surface needs are a different thing. The desires a child has about

which he can verbalize are superficial. He can control these, so you, the adult,

should set some limits.

These are the years when parents should empathize with a child's

interests and needs for more independence.

Let Him Share Worries

When the family faces a real crisis such as a serious mental or physical

illness, death of a member, or divorce of parents, the school age child deserves the

truth as he can understand it. The truth will serve as protection against misin-

formation from friends or neighbors.

Your Own Emotions
Are you concerned that you yell at your children too often? Milton

Sapistein says that a screaming mother is emotionally honest. Her children know

exactly where they stand. Moreover, she who screams also cuddles.

Real communication is sharing feelings as well as ideas.

-30-
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Remember the Forgotten Years
This is Uie first in a serifs of

six articles. "The School Ago
Child," edited by Pa friria

Koons
|

assistant extension"

eanor, Kansas State I'nivrr-

sity, Manhattan. Shr received

the subject matter from

Deborah Hobble. extension

family life specialist at KSU.
This series is planned to help

parents understand children

who are in the early years of

school.

MANHATTAN, Kan. - Why
are you interested in learning

more about this stage of child

development? These young
years are sometimes called

the "forgotten years" of

childhood. This is the time

when a child spends much of

hi* time in school and seems
not to be a problem to his

parents.

Almost all cultures recognize

age six as the beginning of a

new phase in the life of a child.

Shakespeare as well as

Erikson (a living psychologist)

viewed six years as a dividing

time in a child's life.

The average youngster
leaves his preschool cuteness

behind him without regret. His

parents are the ones who arc

sorry to see him grow up.

DR. ERIK Enckson outlines

the stages in personality

development as growth . by
steps. When a person has
developed positive feelings

about himself, he is free to

grow further. How one feels

depends on what has happened
to him.

The first stage Is the

development of feelings of

(rust. Basically, trust develops

in infancy when parents

provide lovinc care, cuddling,

smiles, food, and attention to

the baby.

When the child becomes
mobile, he is ready to develop

feelings of independence and

autonomy. Parents assist by

continuing to cuddle and love

him, by encouraging his

curiosity about the world

around him, by talking to him,

and by accepting his "no."

At about age four, a growing

child develops feelings of

initiative. He is full of energy

and ideas, and enjoys taking

some leadership when playing

with age-mates. Parents help

him by setting good examples,

by answering his questions, by

reading to him and by

encouraging him to try out his

ideas.

Privacy is a freedom he

loves. He needs some place to

day dream or meditate. He
needs a place to keep his

"stuff." Twentieth century life

and homes don't always

provide privacy for a child.

Special effort is sometimes
necessiry to give him time
when he's really alone.

Now he's ready for school.

The feeling that be is a good
worker is exactly what he
needs to accomplish his school

tasks. Parents help his feelings

of industry when they praise

him honestly, when they are

pleasant and understanding,

when they provide conditions

which permit learning and
when they let him do things at

which he can succeed.

7hi School Ag* ChM

THE BIG JOBS:
• Physical skills. It's im-

portant to throw a ball

straight, to balance a bicycle,

to skip a rope well.

• Wholesome attitudes
about self. The child wants to

feel that he is growing well

and becoming bigger avL

better.

• Get along with age-mates.

While prertige often depends
on "whet you can do." social

development is important now.

• Leara masculine or

feminine facial role. He isn't

yet to the point of the battle of

the sexes where boys and girls

hate each other. A boy

shadows his father, if possible,

practicing his role.

• Basic intellectual skills.

Reading, writing, and
arithmetic must be mastered
and these consume a large

portion of his time.

• Develop concepts. Having
a concept means knowing some
principles about a topic. School

children's concepts are
limited, but expansion will

come.

• Develop a conscience. Up
until about age On, a
youngster will not feel guilty

when disobeying parents
unless he is caught. These are

the years when tins changes.

Right and wrong are clear cut
• Achieve personal inde-

pendence. A cnjld of this age

becomes responsible for him-

self at increasingly greater

distances from home. Staying

overnight with a friend,

•*»ndling an s'Jowance, and
doing his homework are part

of this development.
e Develop attitudes toward

social groups and institutions.

What is a church, a school, a

city? He's interested ia how
they function and whom they

serve.

What makes Urn ike be is?

He's a combination of his

heredity and what has
happened to him (his
environment). Both era real

factors in a youngster's life.

He was born with inherited

traits or tendencies. His

greatest possible height,
intellectual achievement, and
endurance were probably

decided at the moment oi

conception. Whether or not he

reaches his potential in any
characteristic depends on
nutrition, health habits, and
other opportunities for growth.

A study by Sheldon and
Stevens suggests that heredity

affects personality. It

Influences development of the

biologic germ layers beginning

in the ejafcryo stage.

The researchers took

physical measurements and
predicted temperament and
personality.

ENDOMORPH - When the

digestive tract dominates, the
body is round and the flesh

soft. The parson enjoys eating.

He sleeps weB. He is naturally

social. He is a good
communicator, expressing hie

feelings well and
understanding others.

Continued
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MESOMORPII - When the

bone - blood muscle layer

dominates, the body ia athletic

and powerful. The person's

skin is rather thick, both
actually end figuratively. He is

not sensitive end Jus feelings

are not readily hurt. He is task

oriented, rather than people

oriented. Athletic bo»s have

these traits, but also there are

many girls who fit this

description.

ECTOMORPH — When the

ectodermal layer dominates,

the skin and brain are well

developed, bat muscle and

digestive systems are not as

evident in the individual.

The ectomorph is thin, flat

chested, poorly muscled. He is

a poor eater, not often

becoming hungry. He is a poor

BbmBPBT

He does not relate well to

people since he is restrained

and inhibited. He may be

extremely creative since his

chief outlet is in fantasy and

intellect.

Every child is a composite of

all three physical types but in

each person one type
predominates, even though

only slightly.

THE YEABS of 6 to 12 are

the "dark ages" of childhood.

You believe a child is about to

emerge and develop further,

but sometimes he doesn't.

When a 6 to 9-year-old feels

good about himself, he's happy

for the most part. If he makes

a mistake, he tries to do

something to make up for it.

He is prey to jealousy and

fights with brother or sister,

but always makes up.

He's relaxed and sprawls

when he sits. He has ideas and

experiments with them. He
acts his age, which isn't v*ry

old. V*
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Child's Growth is Seasonal
This is the second in a series

of six articles, The School

Age Child." edited by Patricia

Kooni, assistant .extension

editor, Kansas .State

University. Manhattan. She

received the subject matter

from Deborah Robbie,
extension family life specialist

at KSU. This series is planned

to help parents understand

children who are in the early

years of school.

MANHATTAN, Kan. — A

five-year-old is twice as tall as

he was at birth — 3 feet, 4

inches on the average. He

weighs five times his birth

weight.

Six-year-olds range from 39

to 50 pounds and 39 to 49

inches in height. Variations

are due to heredity, nutrition,

health habits, climate, and

exercise. Remember, each

child has his own rate, .so

averages are not standa rds to

which he should be compared

for achievement.

Growth is seasonal. The

greatest weight gain comes in

the spring with least in the

fall. Height is just reversed,

with greater gains in the fall.

At about age 8, boys are a

little taller than girls the same
age. Until about age 11, boys

are heavier, but in bone

development (wrist bones,

etc.) a six-year-old girl is

comparable to a seven-year-

old boy
A child's physical

development is more than

growth in size. Development

includes better coordination,

increased abilities, and

changes in proportion.

A CHILD should become

more robust as he goes

through the elementary school

years, but some may change

little because they are slow

maturers. Others may seem to

stand still because of faulty

nutrition, or because of

illnesses.

When he enters school at six,

he should be proficient in

climbing a jungle gym,

hupping on one foot, skipping,

jumping, throwing, and

catching a baseball reasonably

well.

Physical education is most

suitable when it is made up of

the non competitive activities

of games, stunts, hiking,

nature studies, and team
sports where all participate.

Girls usually surpass in

skills which require precision,

and boys excel in activities

calling for speed and strength

Since not one in ten of

youngsters this age pays any

attention to the connection

between health and good

habits of rest, exercise, and

eating, it is up to parents to set

the rules.

On an average, a

six-year-old has one to two

permanent teeth. By eight

years be has ten to eleven of

the thirty-two he will produce.

The child's teeth may look

crooked, but orthodontal work

is usually delayed until about

age 12. giving the jaw bone

time to grow.

THESE ARK healthy years.

Colds are common as they are

close to agemates in classroom

and play. The years of 5 and 6

are second only to ages 2 and 3

in numbers of accidents.

What he learns in the way of

physical skills depends a lot on

his opportunities to learn and

the encouragement he

receives.

At this age, he insists on

rules.

The following list of parental

responsibilities for safety is

adapted from Children's
Bureau publication "Your

Child from 6 to 12."

Provide safe play areas

where he can ride, skate, er

run without getting into the

street: teach him to obey the

safety rules — remember you
teach by example more than

by telling; be sure he learns to

swim and swims only in

supervised areas; teach
proper use of guns — refusing

to let a boy own a B-B gun is

no solution to his eagerness

and lack of knowledge — he-

needs to know how to handle a

gun safely; and teach him to

be alert to dangers and to

exercise judgment.

Bed-wetting sometimes con-

tinues to be a problem during

early school years. The first

approach to the problem is a

medical check-up to be sure

there are no physical reasons

for it.

Elimination is tied with

emotions. Bed-wetting is most

often connected with anxiety.

If a child has been dry and

suddenly regresses, look for

new stress in his life and try to

relieve it.
*

If bed-wetting is a problem

of long standing, it may be

partially habit. Some parents

find it helpful to waken a child

at their bedtime and take him

to the bathroom. He should be

fully awakened. This plan ia a

laundry saver, but not a

solution.

Withholding liquids after 5

p. m. may keep him dry, but

also may make him thirsty all

evening and draw too much
attention to the situation.

Parents who are sym-

pathetic and patient help the

youngster "grow up" and

overcome an embarrassing

state of affairs.

NEEDS OF SCHOOL-AGE
CHILDREN:

• Giving and receiving

affection. He must know that

his family loves him and val-

ues him. He likes to do things

for family members.
• Skills. He must do

something well enough to be
praised or he must have

encouragement when he fails.

• In formation. He gets
knowledge from watching

adults work, from vacation

trips, from answers to his

questions, from reading, from

first hand experiences.

• To argue. He tries out

ideas like pre-schoolers try out

words. Some things are not

topics for axgttSMess, so

parents must snake firm

choices.

• To go through stages of

neatness (and not neatness).

Parents must set some limits.

This need includes sloppy

speech.

• To feel useful and needed.

He hates being bossed.
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Child Needs Understanding as

This is the third in a series of

six articles. "The School Age

Child." edited by Patricia

Kicr.s, assistant extension

editor, Kansas Stale Uaiver-

sity. Manhattan. She received

the" subject matter from

Deborah Hobble, eitension

family life specialist at KSU.

This series Is planned to help

parents understand children

w*o are in the early years of

school.

MANHATTAN. Kan. — Your

school age child grows most in

use of language and memory
during these years. He masters

the three R's and a lot more

during these early years in

school.

His three big thrusts are:

• Going from home to the

outside world where social

skills are needed.

• Going from home to the

outside world where status

depends on his skills in speech

and body coordinat ion.

• Going out into a world

where he must use the mental

skills of logic and concepts.

When he becomes a pupil at

school, learning becomes a

goal. He can put known facts

together and come up with

logical conclusions.

He likes the real world

around him better than make -

believe, and yet his imagina-

tion is fertile and active.

ONE WAV of looking at

mental development is fo

compare what one can expect

of a six-year-old with what we
expect nine-year-olds to know.

Actual learning depends a lot

on what his experiences have

been.

A six-year-old carries on

long conversations; may have

imaginary playmates, knows
common coins; knows

numbers up to 30. likes action

on TV; likes book' and stories;

is losing some of intoi est in

toys; and is interested in

school subjects.

A nine-year-old has pood

powers of appraisal; is clearly

•getting a conscience; is

interested in many different-

adult roles; has pood basic

learning skills and reads some
for pleasure; collects things

indiscriminately but knows

what he has ; can relate events

well; enjoys dramatic play; is

learning to make change; and

has good attention span.

When a group of first

praders were asked what they

wanted to be when they grew

up, their answers included:

"I don't know. I just want to

make a lot of money."

"I want to be a lawyer.

That's what my daddy is."

"I'd like to be a teacher. If I

was a teacher, I could do any

old thing I wanted to. She is

the lucky duck in the room."

THESE ANSWERS seem to

reflect a certain amount of the

feeling that it would be good

not to be bossed so much. They

also show some limited

concepts of life as it is lived by

adults.

Your child learns all of the

time, not just during school

hours.

You enhance his total

knowledge by providing out of

school opportunities for him,

such as:

• Exploring the community

where he lives

• Owning a pet and
observing pets and animals.

• Watching things work —
machinery, equipment.

• Asking you questions and

gelling answers. (Even if you

look it up together).

• Buying food, clothing,

etc.. for self and home.
• Taking family vacation

tups.
• Collecting something as a

hol>bv.

• joining dubs 'nr children

— Scouts, 4-H Clubs, church

groups.

Sure, a five-year-old has

"been around" for five years.

But he's bevn around home.

School is a new and sometimes

thieatemng experience. He
may need some extra under-

standing and support as he

heg'ns his srhool experiences.

Your child's teacher is

interested in enhancing his

development as much as you

arc She is trained in child

development and teaching

methods If the two of you pool

jour knowledge you can both

do more to help your child

grow,
While homework is the

child's responsibility, he may

need some positive help at

home. A good place to study, a

little reminding that he

brought it home, an offer to

check it or to listen to him

read, and a total attitude that

school is important are

positive helps from Mother. .

DURING THESE years a

child's interest often runs

ahead of his reading ability.

For this reason, he needs to be

read to. He enjoys the cadence

and words of books far beyond

his limited reading vocabulary.

Even a nine-year-old who
reads well will admit that he

"gets more out of" your

reading aloud than his own
reading for pleasure.

Educators believe that ex-

Continued
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He Begins School Ex
i

cellence in school work — and

in adult ideas — is based on

knowing how to use words.

Reading provides this

knowledge.

Every child should own a

few book* to read and re-read.

School and public libraries are

wonderful supplement* to a

limited book shelf at home.

Comic books cannot be

ignored. They are easily read

and usually full ot action. Your

school age child should be

guided in his choices of

comics.

TELEVISION and movies

are sometimes criticized as

robbing families of reading

time. Surveys show that more

reading than e^er is being

done in addition to the hours

spent looking a! the screen.

The TV viewer nv.ist merely

sit and watch *urd perhap«

snack). A child aged 6 to 9

needs exercise and a chance lo

try out ideas. He needs to be

with other kids

Parents may want t» set up

borne ground rules on "the

amount and kind of televljion

watched. •*•

Sometimes it is weJT to

discuss what the faniilf^ias

just viewed. What was right or

good. What was wrong' What

was the mam idea? Was itiact

or fantasy?
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\A Good Booh on Sex for Chifjjb
*• ^*~ V /""FT La.ii t-nnAaai vail » ovhpttwar
*

- This Is the fourth in a srries
r

ef six articles, "The Sihool

Age Child," edited by Patricia

Koons, assistant exteasioo

tenor, Kansas State
University. Manhattan. Sfc?

received the subject matter

from Deborah Hobble,
extension family Ufe specialist

at KSU. This series Is planned

to help parents understand

children who aw in the early

jjear* of school.

* MANHATTAN, Kan. - The

feig tasks in the early school

years in the area of being a

male or female person are:
* • Learning the facts of

animal and human
.reproduction.

• Accepting oneself as a

growing boy or girl, and

behaving appropriately.
~ • Una* rstanding and

relating <o (hose of the same

sex and increasingly those of

the opposite sex.

• Accepting the differences

between sexes and sex roles.

The school years are usually

regarded as sexually latent

years. It is true that there is

no obvious sexual
d< vclopment, but many
attitudes and feelings about

sex are developing now.

Childi en become very
modest at this age and insist

on privacy for baths, dressing,

and toileting. Modesty is a

value we hold.

He is as interested in factual

information on reproduction as

on many other topics. If you
have been answering your

child's questions truthfully and

in terms he can understand,

all you have to do now js

continue to do the same.

THE LOGICAL place for sex

education is at home within

the family setting. Some feel

uncomfortable, so very little

gets done within the family

circle. A good book beats little

friends all hollow as a source

of accurate information. Read
a good book with him, so both

of you can learn. Sex and love

are so closely related that the

family he lives in and loves

can be pertinent examples to

him.
The traditional "birds and

bees" approach is not

how modest you are, whether

you like or envy tat opposite

sex, and whether you accept

sex as a real part of life or

merely tolerate it.

necessarily the best and most

relevant jswehod. However,

seeing kittens or puppies born

and eggs hatch will give many
basic facts on reproduction.

A classroom at school or

church can be effective for

learning about sex and sex

roles. The atmosphere is one

of exploring facts and the

teacher bsu bad training in

how to teach. Excellent

materials are available for

classroom use.

Remember you are teaching

sex attitudes every day,

whether you know it or not.

Your child sixes you up pretty

accurately. He knows whether

you enjoy your sex role or not,

W Beats Friends.
DURING THE school years

a youngster comes to terms

with reality and becomes
interested in identifying with

the same-sex parent. You, the

adult, may not be perfect in

his eyes, but you are a real
patters for him.
A five or six-year-old is not

particularly concerned about
whether be plays with boys or
girls, but by the time he's
eight or nine, there is a

definite preference for

same-sex friends and a rivalry

between the sexes comes out.

Adults should not foster too

much competition between the
sexes. At the same time they
should avoid pushing children
into boy-girl relationships. Let
them live the gang stage to the
hilt.

A child today is likely to

reach puberty at an earlier
age than his parent did. Girls
mature earlier than boys, and

HE U sensitive to
.

feelings about his questions. A
topic which is taboo becomes a

lot more fascinating than one

which is discussed openly. The

truth does "not hurt anyone and

It is regrettable that many
parents feel that knowledge

about the human body should

be restricted.

Most often we err is waiting

too late to teach a child and be

has already gathered
half-truths and misinformation

Each youngster's awareness

of sex in life develops at his

indivttual rate. He has cone
quite a long ways by age six.

Remember when he began to

tell girls from boys by the

clothes they wore? A while

after that be became aware

that men married women.
At thai point, a cross-sex

attraction comes to the fore

and forever aits* sons seem
able to wheedle mothers hatter

than caa daughters. And whan

s girt really wants a favor, she

turns to Dad. This hj a part of

the child's psycho-sexual

development and Is s good

sign.

ormafion
individual differences are
great.

Both boys sad girls should
know about menstruation as a
fact of life. Not many, bat
some, will be "reedy" for this

information by age t.

YOUR ATTITUDE as an
adult will be most valuable if

you can be glad for your
child's growing up. A parent
who welcomes signs of
maturation by a child fosters
feelings of well-being.

-You

vocabulary to teach your
about sax. The one syllable

words aren't , accurate or
sufficient. There are many
resources to which yea may
tarn. Your batty doeSr can
help you and caa firosniitaart

literature for yon Id dm. A
county health nurse caa be of
help. »-•>:'•«•"

Your local library

have some"']"
which you can
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Spiritual Life Important to Child
This 1* the fifth in a series of

six articles. "The School Age

Child," edited by Patricia

Koons, assistant extension

editor. Kansas State
University, Manhattan. She

received the subject matter

from Deborah Hobble,
extension family life specialist

at KSU. This sei ies is planned

to help parents understand

children who are in the early

years of school.

MANHATTAN, Kan The

main "developmental tasks"

of the school age child in the

spiritual side of his life are:

• Feeling that he's a part of

his natural universe and

beginning to think
scientifically about it.

• Cooperating with natural

laws such as health and safety

as he learns about them.

• Seeking to learn more

about his universe and its

wonders: of beauty, truth, and

good.

• Directing himself and

feeling good about his behavior

in familiar situations.

• Building concepts of what

makes something "right" and

enlarging his understanding of

"rightness" through his ex-

periences and by talking with

trusted adults.

A CHILD'S moral de-

velopment is made up of moral

behavior and moral concepts:

It takes a youngster time to

learn to act in ways acceptable

to society.

Discipline is teaching a child

how to behave. When
discrepancies occur between

what adults say and what they

do, the child is confused.

A child must reach about

age 5 before he feels guilty

about doing something that is

forbidden unless he gets

caught.

Then about as soon as he has

internalized his parents*
standards, he is faced with the

Tht School Agt Child

somewhat different code of his

age mates. During early
school years he conforms

rigidly to what the group

expects. If this is too different

from home teaching, the latter

loses out.

Moral concepts are made up

of his understanding what is

right and why. How does he

decide whether to be truthful

in answering a question when

the truth can hurt a friend?

The conflict felt by U. S. Air

Academy cadets about
cheating is an example of this

dilemma. Many of those boys

had been taught at home that

you do not snitch. Which is

more moral, then—to tattle or

to keep still in spite of an

oath?

THE DIFFERENCE be-

tween moral judgment and

moral behavior depends on

motivation. The most common
cause for punishment at this

age is disobedience. Remem-
ber, successful punishment

teaches, it doesn't simply

humiliate.

The parent who has punished

unfairly does not lose face by

apologizing. Actually, h e

truthfully reveals adulthood as

a human time when mistakes

can be made.
Rewards are used to build

up pleasant associations with

desired behavior. Rewards can

run the gamut from a smile to

money or special privileges.

Praise and encouragement
give good results. Even though

at first a youngster may act

conceited over praise, you can

expect positive responses and

good results later.

These years are when the

groundwork of spiritual growth

is laid. During preschool

years he learned to say

prayers and many of the

special words that go with

religion. But he hasn't really

understood much. Now he

begins to notice the religious

faith he sees in action around

him.

RELIGIOUS teaching is up

to the individual family. A'

child's interpretation of God
reflects his ' feelings • about

family experiences. Most
churches explain God as a

father, so the tangible
father-child relationship is the

basis for understanding the

three groups: love goals,

ion.

Religious attitudes are more
"caught" than taught. What

beliefs and feelings does your

child see in action in you?

We find many varieties of

religious beliefs or
philosophies for living. Here is

one classification with

examples of each often being

found in a given church body

:

• Crystallized beliefs in an
absolute or final form which

are expected to be "grafted"
onto each new generation.

• Traditional symbols of

religion which are used when
it is convenient or on specific

occasions.

• Traditional symbols can't

be accepted, so th; person

lives without the emotional
support of a vital religion.

• Stable and flexible respect

for the faith of forebears

coupled with hope for constant-

ly unfolding understandings

and miracles.

A part of one's spiritual life

is his set of values sod goals.

School age children accept

their psrents' values for the
most part.

The major life goals of any
person can be divided into

intangible God-man commun-
work or study goals, and social

goals. The working toward and
achieving of these goals give

life its meaning for the

individual.

PARENTS HOPE for

children who will become
responsible citizens. How do

you teach a child to take

responsibility? This is a

quality which yon help to

develop, but you d o a ' t

specifically teach.

A child becomes responsible

by practicing making choices

and then seeing the results of

these choices.

Your school age child still

has some fear ef being

abandoned. For this reason, hs

should not have to come home
from school to an empty

house.

Some adult to be thera, to

listen to him when he bwsta

in, becomes a good reasat to

come home strataLbt from

school. An alternant ia» an

after school play groo* to keep

him occupied until youTI be

there.

In case of the d

parent or brother or

him the truth. The
member died, The
no way responsible. A
can have immense fee!i

guilt about hateful t

these occurred shortly

death. £ f
Death is a part of Jats h ii

birth. When adults aeceptf Uv

end as well as «he baginaing

children can bijQl] ti

understand and access, tee*.
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Child's Identity Stressed m
This is the sixth in a serif*

of fix articles, "The School

Age Child," edited hy Patrii ia

Koons. assistant extension

editor, Kansas State
University. Manhattan. She

received the subject matter

from Deborah H • h n I r .

extension family life specialist

at KSU. This scries is planned

to help parents understand

children who are In the early

years of school.

MANHATTAN, Kan. - The
major growth tasks of the

school age child in the

emotional aspects of his life

are: Recognizing his own
tension and strain; accepting,

from adults, restraints on his

impulsive emotional behavior;

gaining some competence in

self control and self discipline

;

accepting himself as a lovable

and loving person, therefore,

needing only moderate
attention and approval; and

adjusting to longer separations

from the family and

appreciating his own family

while comparing it to those of

his friends.

A child should.be permitted

to feel whatever he seems to

feel. Sometimes he needs help

in identifying the feeling.

JUST AS when he was
younger, a school child's

emotional responses will^ be

more intense whenever he Is . .

. . tired or hungry; ill; of high

intellectual level and more
perceptive of the comic,

tragic, dangerous; over
stimulated by too many
exciting experiences such as

too many adults handling him;

neglected by parents; and

aspiring to too much that he

can't do.

School-agers are angered by

the same things that
preschoolers are : Inter-
ruptions of activities in

progress, constant fault
finding, teasing, "lecturing,"

and unfavorable comparisons.

They are learning from

parents and age-mates to

express anger in ways that are

socially acceptable. Verbal

attacks have replaced body

attacks to a great extent.

Jhi School Ags Child

Some children are more
aggressive and so have more
anger feelings which they

express in sulking, feeling

abused, threatening to run|

away, crying, or rebellious
|

behavior.

Jealousy is fear of loss of

love or affection. During these

years your child is still very

prone to jealousy. He feels less

jealous of brothers and sisters

since he is out of the family

home more.

DEM ONSTRATIONS of

affection are sometimes
regarded as "childish".

InsteM of openly showing
|

feelings for relatives or

friends, a child now shows

affection by wanting to be with

them, by exchanging
confidences, and by helping

them with projects

Fears now tend to be more
fears of imaginary, sup-

ernatural dangers; of the

dark, being hurt, storms,

characters out of TV or

movies, or stories.

Worries are Sound even in

the best jdjusted 5 to

8-year-olds. Anxiety, which is

generalized uneasiness of

mind, is seen more often than

specific fears.

Moodiness seems to begin

somewhere around age 4, and

increases gradually to a peak

in adolescence. Some children

seem more moody than others

all along the way.

By the time he's in school, a

youngster usually knows the

difference between what is

real or true, and what is

imagination or fantasy.

Encourage h»n to use his

imagination. Our world today

needs problem solvers with

imagination and creativity, so

don't suppress his wild tales. It

is really about now — at 6 or 7

— that he begins to enjoy fairy

tales. He knows they are takes,

and this is part of the fun.

A study done at the

Merrill-Palmer Institute in

Detroit indicates that children

establish their personality

behavior patterns before age 3

and these are pretty well set

until after age 10.

• Timid and Withdrawing.

Slow to make friends. Placid,

hesitant to defend his own
rights.

• Socially Easy and Secure.

Assumes leadership or

cooperates willingly. Has a

best friend but Isn't

possessive.

• Natural Leader. Secure,

thoughtful, and decisive.
Dominates friends through

their love and admiration.

• Warm and Friendly.
Dependently sociable.

Unhappy when isolated.

• Officious and Bossy.
Domineering. Often abrupt or

surly. Compulsive. Impatient

at waiting for turns and will

fight for a place as leader.

• Disagreeable and Socially

Ineffective. Selfish and
quarrelsome. Likes to

dominate but lacks ability to

do it well.

• Lone Wolf. Absorbed ia

own ideas. Likes own
company. Neither likes or

dislikes others. Many resent

interest shown in him.

Children (like adults) seek,

want, and wish. Their needs

change constantly, but seem to

come in layers. The top layer

is made up of hungers and

desires they know most about

and can talk about beat They
can control these, with effort.

THE DEEP-DOWN layer of

needs is made up of these of

which one isn't always aware
and which one can't control.

Examples are needs for sleep,

for water, for attention.

What should yon do about

this? Dr. James Hymes, Jr.

says to feed these deep

hungers of needs. Give the

child what he's after and he'll

be satisfied, not spoiled, no
matter whether he was
seeking food, sleep, or
attention.

Surface needs are a different

thinf The desires a child has
about which he can verbalise

are superficial. He can control

these, so you, the adult, should

set some limits.
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SCHOOL AGE CHH D QUESTIONNAIRE

M*ke an "X" xn each blank by the one, which most elosely answer the question! foryou

How much time do you spend reading newspapers each day?
1/2 hour or less

1 hour or more
no response

What specific information do you read in newspapers ?
news-weather

finance

advertisements

__ sports

educational items

women's news
editorials

{other)

DiJ you see the six articles "The School Age Child" which were printed receatlj fa
trie Wichita Eagle? Or Valley Center Index? (Circle One or Both)

yes

no

Did you read any of the six articles ? I

yes

no

If yes, which ones did you read?
Where Is lie Now
His Physical Growth
His Intellectual Growth
Learning About Sexuality

His Spiritual Growth
His Feelings & Lehavior

Were you helped to understand some of your child's behavior?
yes

no

(comment if you wish)
_____

Have you revised what you expect your child to do since you read these articles?
yes

no

{comment if youwigh)

Arc you cow watching for more articles on children and other areas of family liain^ in
the newspapers?

pes

no



5?

Are you ?

female

male

What is your age?
18-35

36-49

50-64

65-99

What is your marital status ?

.
single

married

widowed
separated

divorced

What is your race?
White

Meidcan-Americj a

Negro

Oriental

no response

What is your education? (Circle last year attended)
Grade school (1,2,3,4,5,6)
Junior High (7,8,9)
High School (10,11,12)
College (1,2,3,4,5)

What is your husband's occupation?

professional or technical

manager of business
white collar

blue collar, skilled

semi- or unskilled

farmer-stockman
(other)

What is your family 's entire income before taxes?
below $2,999

.$3,000-3,999

.$4,000-5,999

.$6,000-9,999

.$10,000-14,999

___ $l5,000-or more
no response

How many children are in your family?
Boys Ages_

_ Girls
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The American society depend, upon* Nation for success*, operation.

.

Efforts have boon made -to educate people through mass media . EdlKatorg m
directly connected with the media can and do use the media to present educational

programs, Journalists and broadcasters report, interpret, and give educational

significance of major issues. There is little research which evaluates the impact of

such educational materials, especially individual depth study series through the

newspajoers.

The purpose of this study was to see who reads educational material such as

individual depth study series in newspapers and evaluate readers thinking about

such a series.

It was hypothesized that individuals of lower socio-economic status and with

limited education as well as individuals in middle and upper socio-economic status

with higher education will read individual depth study series in new5pa1Kr, News-

pa„r readers who are interested in the subject 'matter presented in the series will

be more likely to read the series than newspaper readers whose interests lie else-

where. Headers who have mere than a high school edacation will bo more apt to

accept the new ideas presented in articles.

This study was designed to cheek readership of an individual depth study series
which included six articles on "The School Age Child" released individe*„y i„ the

Wichita Eagle and the Valley Center hade, After the sixth artioic was released, a
check list qaestio„naire was sent to 200 Wichita homemakets selected at random
from the Wichita telephone directory and 100 Valley Center bookmakers selected

randomly from the Valley Center Index subscription list.



2

Data from the returned questionnaires were coded and transferred to IBM

cards. To meet, the objectives of this study frequency distribution counts were

made. Chi Square was the major statistical test used to test the hypothesis.

Educational institutions such as the Home Economics Extension department

of the Kansas Cooperative Extension Service should find the results useful as they

plan program offerings. Results indicated that the newspaper subscribers regard-

less of age race, educational level, and socio-economic status, will read educational

articles such as individual depth study series if subject matter is of personal interest

to them. Readers who have more than a high school education will be more apt to

accept the new ideas presented in articles, however. Homemakers tend to read the

news, education and advertisement sections, and the society page of the newspaper.

More than one-half of the respondents spend one-half hour or less reading the paper

and slightly less than one-half spend one hour or more reading the paper daily.

Results indicated a need for additional research in the use of educational

material in newspaper. Some of the questions that need to be answered are:

Would a study of young homemakers' use of mass media help in planning ways

to reach this group with the educational material ?

In the pace of today's society, will people read educational articles in news-

papers rather than attend educational meetings ?

Since limited research has been reported that evaluates the use of educational

articles in newspapers, unanswered questions are abundant as more people depend

upon adult education through mass media as a way of learning.


